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A high-ranking church official
said black people face a local, nationaland international crisis of
survival Saturday night during
the Fifth District Black LeadershipCaucus* Second Annual
Conference and Banquet at the
M.C. Benton Convention Center.
John Hurst Adams, presiding

bishop of the Second District of
the African Methodist EoiscoDal
Church, asked a mostly black audienceof approximately 250 to
return to the things that have
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erters encouraged by
widespread concerns among citizens about the
case, which led to the conviction last summer

,jeased city 20-year-old Darryl Eugene Hunt.
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gone far their investigation of the case.
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"We must recover the ability I

to do so much with so little," he I
said. "We are not nearly as

money-poor as we are valuecheap."
Adams cited the building of

black colleges by "our
uneducated mommas and daddies"as an example of how black
people historically have turned John Hurst Adams ch
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By ALLEN H. JOHNSON and
L.A.A. WILLIAMS
Chronicle Staff Writers

Local police "made a series c

might very well be insurmountat
vrsfigation of the Deborah.Bu.Syki
District Attorney Donald K. Tisdai
Police Chief Joseph E. Masten in a
19, 1984.

Tisdale also admitted in the let
against defendant Darryl Eugene
convicted and sentenced to life im

I weak, while the police's actions mi
believe it was solid.

Among a number of ways in wh
d we like I ed the case, Tisdale wrote in the
ay James I which were sent earlier this week

was their near-arrest of a suspc.J Thomas for the Aug. 10, 1984, mi

city report
message that we intend him to follow up on
this.

"I think it reflects that citizens of this communityand the Darryl Hunt Defense Committeerelated some very valid concerns. I think it
goes a long way toward vindicating the
Defense Committee. There is a strong
possibility that all the evidence in this case has
not come out or has been distorted. There's
also a strong possibility that Darryl Hunt did
not get a fair trial. This shows that, when
citizens take an active role, it can make a difference.''

However, Womble still said he was not
satisfied that the report addressed some areas

thoroughly enough, including the payment of
state witness Johnny Gray by the police, the

Please see page A3
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Black busiiu
offer words c
By ROBIN BARKSDALE
Chronicle Staff Writer

The heads of two national
minority business organizations
conducted a seminar last week in
Winston-Salem to help acquaint
minority businesses with current

purchasing issues.
Mary McDuffie, the national

vice president of the National
Association of Black Women Entrepreneurs,offered counseling
to black business women and to
black women considering starting
their own businesses.
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utions since j
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4'Judges, legislators and the Amer
about the unavoidable risk of e

therefore releasing the study even
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methods of gaining a foothold in
the purchasing industry. i

The seminar and reception
were sponsored by the Hanes
Group in what coordinator A1
Arrington said "was an effort to
continue to establish open lines
of communication with local
minority vendors.*' Arrington is
director of government complianceand employee law for
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